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Character Brand Center、略称：KCBC）」という仲介機構を設置し、その実証を行う。 
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Thesis Summary 
Because of the falling birthrates, an aging society, and a shrinking population, in other developed 
countries is have been adopted to actively attracted foreign people equipped with advanced skills and 
knowledge in the recent years. The introduction of the television animation program Astro Boy in 1963 
started the Japanese "character power". In this study, use the Japanese "character power" for what is 
focusing on international student acquisition, and discusses the solution to the problem solved by 
student acquisition. Japanese "character power" is sure to be the focus of attention in the world. There 
are lots of foreign students who want to enter graduate school among them too can be inferred in 
addition, for that reason a part of the international student have come to Japan. But, during the various 
graduate schools in Japan, why I have to choose The Kyoto College of Graduate Studies for Informatics 
is a doubt. After having come to Japan, choose which graduate school to go that was judged by its 
attraction and ability to attract customers. Further, attraction and ability to attract customers of school is 
not only about school facilities and the Qualities, knowledge and skills required of teachers, is also about 
of the student in the school. 
I have begun to do a project how school co-creates the value with an undergraduate by this research. 
That considers being able to make an effort for a solution of the problem about management and 
utilization of the animation character that a student produced. An agency organization as Kyoto 
Character Brand Center, what is abbreviation to “KCBC”, is established and the proof is performed on it. 
